Morse demonstrates the dramatic environmental damage created by the gold rush, but she also helps us understand the very real accommodations that miners had to make if they hoped to survive in these far northern landscapes. ... She is a superb storyteller with a wry sense of humor, a flair for the quirky detail and the revealing anecdote, and a keen appreciation for the tragicomic underside of this famous event.

– from the Introduction

Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
2003. 304 pp., 52 illus., 7 maps, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-98329-9 Cloth, $29.95

The Nature of Gold
An Environmental History of the Klondike Gold Rush
Kathryn Morse
Foreword by William Cronon

Family of Strangers
Building a Jewish Community in Washington State
Molly Cone, Howard Droker, and Jacqueline Williams

Regional politics, lively neighborhood histories, local responses to the plight of Europe’s Jews during World War II, commercial and business enterprises, detailed histories of congregations, organizational philanthropy and social work, and the contributions of Washington’s Jewish musicians and artists are presented in this generously illustrated book, often through the voices of those who took part.

Pub. with Washington State Jewish Historical Society
2003. 416 pp., 123 illus., bibliog., index
0-295-98297-7 Cloth, $45.00

New and Forthcoming

Arts of Diplomacy
Lewis and Clark’s Indian Collection
Castle McLaughlin
This book tells the story of one of the United States’ unique and most treasured collections, the objects that Native American people gave to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark during their epic exploration of North America from 1804 to 1806.

Pub. with Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University
2003. 416 pp., 195 illus., 150 in color, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-98360-4 Cloth, $60.00
0-295-98361-2 Paper, $40.00

Shopping at Giant Foods
Chinese American Supermarkets in Northern California
Alfred Yee
From the 1930s through the 1970s, Chinese American-owned supermarkets rose to prominence and phenomenal success in Northern California only to decline as union regulations and competition from national chains made their operation unprofitable. Alfred Yee’s study of this trajectory is an insider’s view of a fascinating era in Asian American immigration and entrepreneurship.

Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American Studies
2003. 208 pp., 15 photos, bibliog., index
0-295-98304-3 Cloth, $35.00

Lelooska
The Life of Northwest Coast Artist
Chris Friday
Don Smith, or Lelooska, (1933-1996) was well known in Washington and Oregon as an artist and storyteller. Of “mixed-blood” Cherokee heritage, he was adopted as an adult by the prestigious Kwakiutl Sewid clan. Initially producing Indian curio items for sale to tourists, he emerged in the late 1950s as one of a handful of artists who proved critical in the renaissance of Northwest Coast Indian art.

2003. 304 pp., 35 illus., index, notes, bibliog.
0-295-98324-8 Paper, $24.95

Lewis and Clark Revisited
A Photographer’s Trail
Greg MacGregor
Edited by Iris Tillman Hill
Introduction by James P. Ronda
MacGregor’s often-edgy photographs of Lewis and Clark’s route west, coupled with excerpts from the explorers’ diaries and his own, offer rare insight into the American experience.

Pub. with Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University
2003. 224 pp., 87 duotone illus.
0-295-98342-6 Cloth, $50.00
0-295-98343-4 Paper, $29.95
Murdering Holiness
The Trials of Franz Creffield and George Mitchell
Jim Phillips and Rosemary Gartner
In this fascinating history of the trials and murders of Franz Creffield and George Mitchell, the authors explore the relationships among formal and informal law, gender relations, and religious repression. It will interest scholars and those interested in the history of Oregon and Washington in the early twentieth century.
Dist. for UBC Press
2003. 352 pp., 25 photos, 2 maps, index
0-7748-0906-X Cloth, $29.95

Company Towns of the Pacific Northwest
Linda Carlson
Looks at towns that flourished well into the 20th century in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and British Columbia. This vibrant history gives the details of daily life in communities that were often remote and subject to severe weather, housing workers who faced sawmill accidents, mine cave-ins, and avalanches.
2003. 288 pp., 61 illus., notes, biblio., index
0-295-98332-9 Paper, $22.50

Gay Seattle
Stories of Exile and Belonging
Gary Atkins
"[A] groundbreaking new book...[This] story has been told in fragmented fashion in newspapers and on television, but it's never been put together in such dramatic fashion before...[Atkins] has a gift for transforming each story into a page turner... Gay Seattle tells the story of 20th-century Seattle in more compelling detail than any other book." – The Seattle Times
2003. 464 pp., 44 illus., notes, bibliog., index
0-295-98298-5 Cloth, $28.95

Place of Learning, Place of Dreams
A History of the Seattle Public Library
John Douglas Marshall
Flood, fire, demolition, theft, quarantine: there have been all sorts of remarkable occurrences at the Seattle Public Library. John Marshall tells these and other colorful stories in an entertaining narrative that reveals important dimensions of Seattle's civic, architectural, and social history.
A McLellan Book
Pub. with Seattle Public Library Foundation
Forthcoming January 2004. 240 pp., 190 illus., 100 in color, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-98347-7 Cloth, $35.00

Oregon Geographic Names
Seventh Edition
Lewis A. McArthur and Lewis L. McArthur
Long considered an essential research tool, this volume is the comprehensive guide to Oregon place names. Entries list dates when places were first named, reasons for the choice of names, and colorful and pertinent background information. The seventh edition is significantly expanded, including over a thousand new entries, with comprehensive maps and indexes.
Dist. for Oregon Historical Society Press
2003. 1056 pp., 10 photos, 2 maps, CD (PC and Mac compatible)
0-87595-278-X Cloth, $60.00s
0-87595-277-1 Paper, $30.00

Washington State
Third Edition
Charles P. LeWarne
This updated edition of the leading high school textbook on Washington State history brings the reader from the earliest known accounts of the region up to the present. Incorporating data from the 2000 census, LeWarne presents a vivid portrait of the cultures and trends that continue to shape Washington State. From the role of Native American tribal governments to the administration of Governor Gary Locke, he examines changes in the political arena including the pivotal events of the 2000 elections.
2003. 372 pp., 184 illus., 19 maps, index, sturdy school binding
0-295-98288-8 Cloth, $60.00s

Range of Glaciers
The Exploration and Survey of the Northern Cascade Range
Fred Beckey
This first comprehensive account of the 19th-century exploration and survey of the northern Cascades presents a wide range of materials from dozens of archives across the United States and beyond: voyagers' logs, trappers' yarns, agency and government documents, official surveys, tall tales, climbers' journals, and sober histories.
Dist. for Oregon Historical Society Press
2003. 568 pp., 56 photos., 18 maps
0-87595-243-7 Cloth, $40.00

More Voices, New Stories
King County, Washington's First 150 Years
Edited by Mary C. Wright
With an Introduction by Charles P. LeWarne
Twelve essays explore the history of Seattle and King County, Washington, with a special focus on social, cultural, and ethnic history. Adding a new perspective to our knowledge of the Pacific Northwest, writers including University of Washington historians, independent scholars, and community activists offer new understandings of our collective past.
Dist. for Pacific Northwest Historians Guild
2003. 264 pp., 40 illus., 2 maps, index
0-295-98310-8 Paper, $17.95

Beyond Lewis and Clark
The Army Explores the West
James P. Ronda
The nearly exclusive attention paid to Lewis and Clark of late has cast the broader pattern of army exploration in the West into obscurity. In this volume Ronda puts Lewis and Clark into the broad pattern of Enlightenment-era science and empire-building, and establishes how the Jeffersonian model of exploration endured to varying degrees via other army expeditions.
Dist. for Washington State Historical Society
2003. 120 pp., 30 illus., 11 maps, bibliog.
0-295-98356-6 Paper, $14.95
Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares
The Paradox of Old Growth in the Inland West
Nancy Langston
“Arresting, Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares is an in-depth look at forest policy as applied over the decades to a specific region: the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon and Washington. . . . Her analysis is original and shrewd.”—Washington Post Book World
1996. 384 pp., 25 illus., 4 maps, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-97550-4  Paper, $16.95

A Symbol of Wilderness
Echo Park and the American Conservation Movement
Mark W. T. Harvey
Harvey details the successful fight to prevent the building of Echo Park Dam, the first major clash between conservationists and developers after World War II.
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Classics
2000. 400 pp., 27 photos, 5 maps, bibliog., index
0-295-97932-1  Paper, $19.95

The Great Columbia Plain
A Historical Geography, 1805-1910
Donald W. Meinig
New Preface by the Author
“From the Indians who roamed the desert and grasslands, to the farmers who came to raise cattle and wheat, Meinig has mapped and written the changing attitudes towards the area and the changing economic patterns. . . . This is an outstanding contribution to our knowledge of history, geography, and economics.”—Pacific Historian
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Classics
1995 (orig. pub. 1968). 598 pp., illus., maps
0-295-97485-0  Paper, $22.95

Prophetic Worlds
Indians and Whites on the Columbia Plateau
Christopher L. Miller
New Epilogue by the Author
This provocative ethnohistory offers a reinterpretation of relations between Native Americans and Christian settlers on the Columbia Plateau. Drawing on a wealth of ethnographic resources, Miller shows how cultural perceptions rather than a struggle over material resources played a determining role in the disintegration of Indian-White relations.
2003 (orig. pub. 1985). 192 pp., map
0-295-98302-7  Paper, $18.95

Puget's Sound
A Narrative of Early Tacoma and the Southern Sound
Murray Morgan
New Introduction by William L. Lang
“This lively history recounts Tacoma's story from the arrival of Vancouver in 1792 to the establishment of Fort Lewis in 1916. . . . An absorbing account peopleed with fascinating characters.”—Library Journal
2003 (orig. pub. 1979). 388 pp., 32 illus., bibliog., index
0-295-98303-5  Paper, $22.50

Gyppo Logger
Margaret Elley Felt
New Foreword by Robert E. Walls
Originally published in 1963, this book tells a story almost universally overlooked in the history of the logging industry: the emergence of family-based, independent or “gyppo” loggers in the post-World War II timber economy, and the crucial role of women within that economy.
0-295-98166-0  Paper, $18.95

The Boys of Boise
Furor, Vice and Folly in an American City
John G. Gerassi
New Foreword by Peter Boag
New Preface by the Author
This superb journalistic account of a 1950s sex scandal in Boise, Idaho, is a classic account of middle America's traditional response to homosexuality. It is at once a socio-economic portrait of a small city, a challenge to the responsibility of the press, an account of changes in American sexual mores, and a shocking revelation of hypocrisy.
2001 (orig. pub. 1965). 360 pp., appendix, index
0-295-98167-9  Paper, $19.95

Mexican Labor and World War II
Braceros in the Pacific Northwest, 1942-1947
Erasmio Gamboa
New Foreword by Kevin Leonard
“Although Mexican migrant workers have toiled in the fields of the Pacific Northwest since the turn of the century, and although they comprise the largest work force in the region’s agriculture today, they have been virtually invisible in the region’s written labor history. Erasmio Gamboa’s study of the bracero program during World War II is an important beginning, describing and documenting the labor history of Mexican and Chicano workers in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho and contributing to our knowledge of farm labor.”—Oregon Historical Quarterly
1999 (orig. pub. 1990). 208 pp., illus.
0-295-97849-X  Paper, $16.95

Mountain Fever
Historic Conquests of Rainier
Aubrey L. Haines
With a New Foreword by Ruth Kirk
“The spirit of the pioneering mountaineer emanates from Mountain Fever, a superb account of the 19th-century conquests of the highest and most imposing of Pacific Northwest mountains, Mt. Rainier.”—Portland Oregonian
1999 (orig. pub. 1962). 278 pp., illus.
0-295-97847-3  Paper, $18.95

To Fish in Common
The Ethnohistory of Lummi Indian Salmon Fishing
Daniel L. Boxberger
New Foreword by Chris Friday
An engaging discussion of the place of fishing in this Coast Salish group, including legal struggles to protect fishing rights.
1999 (orig. pub. 1989). 237 pp., illus., maps, appendix, bibliog., index
0-295-97848-1  Paper, $17.95

Columbia Northwest Classics
Edited by Chris Friday

Adios to Tears
The Memoirs of a Japanese-Peruvian Internee in U.S. Concentration Camps
Seiichi Higashide
Foreword by C. Harvey Gardiner
Preface by Elsa H. Kudo
Epilogue by Julie Small
Seiichi Higashide (1909-97) was a leader in the effort to obtain redress from the American government for the violation of the human rights of the Peruvian Japanese internees during World War II. His moving memoir tells the story of a bizarre and little-known episode in the history of World War II when he and other Latin American Japanese were seized by police and forcibly deported to the U.S.
2000. 272 pp., 13 photos
0-295-97914-3  Paper, $17.95

Alaska 1899
Essays from the Harriman Expedition
George Bird Grinnell
Introductions by Polly Burroughs and Victoria Wyatt
Selected for his expertise on Native American cultures, George Bird Grinnell joined the prestigious 1899 Harriman Expedition to the Alaska coast in the summer of 1899. His two essays prepared for the final report, “The Natives of the Alaska Coast Region” and “The Salmon Industry,” are reprinted here, along with the original illustrations by Expedition artists.
1994. 136 pp., 80 illus., map
0-295-97377-3  Paper, $16.95
An Oral History of the
Born in Seattle

Asian America

The Atomic West

American cultures and the first European

Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series

Belyea’s editing gives us superb access to an

March 2002, 320 pp., notes

0-295-99928-9

$16.95

At the outbreak of World War II, more than

115,000 Japanese American civilians living on

the West Coast of the U.S. were rounded up and

sent to desolate “relocation” camps, where most

spent the duration of the war. In this poignant

interaction of different bureaucracies.” – Choice

Library Journal

2002, 312 pp., notes, bibliog., index

0-295-98260-8

$50.00s

An Oral History of the

Asian America

Chinese and Japanese

in the United States since 1850

Roger Daniels

“This well-conceived and excellently researched

book provides readers with a comprehensive and

timely chronicle of the common challenges and

unique experiences of the two pioneer Asian

American groups. . . . A pioneer work that

provides both an alternative research technique

and a unique manner of studying history.”

– Choice

Belyea’s editing gives us superb access to an

unveneered Thompson. . . . The book should be

insightful book.”

“Judicial recruitment and judicial decisions are the

focus in this methodologically sophisticated and

insightful book.” – Pacific Northwest Quarterly

1987, 362 pp., 17 maps, bibliog., index

0-295-97727-2

$35.00s

A Century of Judging

A Political History

of the Washington Supreme Court

Charles H. Sheldon

“Judicial recruitment and judicial decisions are the

focus in this methodologically sophisticated and

insightful book.” – Pacific Northwest Quarterly

1987, 362 pp., 17 maps, bibliog., index

0-295-97727-2

$22.50s

The Coming Man

Edited by Philip P. Choy, Lorraine Dong,

and Marlon K. Hom

The Burning Horse

The Japanese-American Experience

in the Yakima Valley, 1920-1942

Thomas Heuterman

“In this well-documented account, Heuterman

paints American anti-Japanese sentiment during

World War II as part of a pervasive exclusionary

attitude that had been developing over previous

decades.” – Choice

Dist. for Eastern Washington University Press

1995. 157 pp., 17 illus.

0-910055-26-2

$27.50

Columbia Journals

David Thompson

Edited by Barbara Belyea

“Belyea’s editing gives us superb access to an

unveneered Thompson. . . . The book should be

enjoyed by everyone interested in the history of

the fur trade, exploration, and the encounter

between Native and Euro-American people in the

Northwest.” – Oregon Historical Quarterly

1995. 139 illus., 39 in color, bibliog., appendices

0-295-97453-2

$24.95

The Centralia Tragedy of 1919

Elmer Smith and the Wobblies

Tom Copeland

Introduction by Albert F. Gunns

“The Atomic West

A History of Interpersonal Violence in the West

David Peterson del Mar

“The author examines violence in terms of one

individual’s seeking to assert superiority over

another – a power struggle that reflects deep-

seated cultural attitudes. This work concentrates

on the Pacific Northwest and ranges from Native

American cultures and the first European

encounters to the early 20th century – considering

violence between spouses, family members, and

angered friends and across ethnic or class lines. . . .

A fascinating examination of a heretofore largely

overlooked topic.” – Library Journal

2002, 312 pp., notes, bibliog., index

0-295-98260-8

$16.95

Beaten Down

A History of Interpersonal Violence in the West

David Peterson del Mar

“The author examines violence in terms of one

individual’s seeking to assert superiority over

another – a power struggle that reflects deep-

seated cultural attitudes. This work concentrates

on the Pacific Northwest and ranges from Native

American cultures and the first European

encounters to the early 20th century – considering

violence between spouses, family members, and

angered friends and across ethnic or class lines. . . .

A fascinating examination of a heretofore largely

overlooked topic.” – Library Journal

2002, 312 pp., notes, bibliog., index

0-295-98260-8

$50.00s

And Justice for All

An Oral History of the

Japanese American Detention Camps

John Tateishi

Foreword by Roger Daniels

At the outbreak of World War II, more than

115,000 Japanese American civilians living on

the West Coast of the U.S. were rounded up and

sent to desolate “relocation” camps, where most

spent the duration of the war. In this poignant

and bitter yet inspiring oral history, John

Tateishi allows 30 victims of this trauma to

speak for themselves.

1999, 288 pp., 26 photos

0-295-97785-X

$17.95

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-441-4115 wWw.washington.edu/uwpress
The Coming of the Spirit of Pestilence
Introducted Infectious Diseases and Population Decline among Northwest Indians, 1774-1874
Robert Boyd

Examines the introduction of infectious diseases among the Indians of the Northwest Coast culture area in the first century of contact and the effects of these diseases on Native American population size, structure, interactions, and viability. “A data-rich, well-written, authoritative work.” – Choice
Pub. with UBC Press
1999. 428 pp., 23 illus., maps, tables, notes, appendixes, bibliog., index
0-295-97837-6 Cloth, $60.00

A Confederacy of Ambition
William Winlock Miller and the Making of Washington Territory
William L. Lang

Lang’s account of William Winlock Miller and the first quarter century of Washington’s history offers a new view of the pioneer era, emphasizing that the West was developed in large measure by men like Miller who manipulated government and its resources to their own and the region’s advantage.
1996. 368 pp., 23 photos, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-97502-4 Cloth, $40.00

Confine and Ethnicity
An Overview of World War II Japanese American Relocation Sites
New Foreword by Tetsuden Kashima

“No other book published so far includes all the different places covered here; nor do other books so thoroughly cover the minutiae of the internment’s daily life. . . . The text is rounded out by historic and contemporary photographs, maps, diagrams, charts, tables, architectural drawings, and other information drawn from archives, reports, and memoirs. The result is a valuable and poignant study.” – Library Journal
Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American Studies
2002. 472 pp., 926 illus., tables
0-295-98156-3 Paper, $27.50

Desert Exile
The Uprooting of a Japanese American Family
Yoshiko Uchida

“A lasting and important contribution to the historical literature of the Japanese American experience in World War II. Desert Exile is a beautifully written personal history of the author’s family, of their life before the war, and of their internment during the war.” – Western Historical Quarterly
1982. 160 pp., illus.
0-295-96190-2 Paper, $14.95

Distant Corner
Seattle Architects and the Legacy of H. H. Richardson
Jeffrey Karl Ochsner and Dennis Alan Andersen

“This handsome book, generously illustrated with more than 200 black-and-white archival photographs and drawings, is a much needed addition to the short shelf of books on early Seattle architecture.” – Seattle Post-Intelligencer
2003. 448 pp., 234 illus.
0-295-98238-1 Cloth, $60.00

Drawn to Yellowstone
Artists in America’s First National Park
Peter H. Hassrick

“Meticulously researched, carefully written, and beautifully illustrated, this volume presents not only a chronicle and analysis of artists who came to what became known as the ‘Nation’s Art Gallery’ but also a valuable examination of a neglected dimension of the history of the US’s first national park. . . . No other volume contains such a complete collection of reproductions of paintings focusing on Yellowstone.” – Choice
Pub. with Autry Museum of Western Heritage, Los Angeles
2002. 264 pp., 148 illus., 72 in color
0-295-98229-2 Paper, $35.00

The Dry Years
Prohibition & Social Change in Washington
Norman H. Clark

“In this substantially updated edition of the classic story of a region’s experience with Prohibition, Norman Clark traces the effect of social change upon liquor morality through nearly two hundred years of efforts to make the use of alcohol compatible with the American view of social progress.
1987 (orig. pub. 1965). 352 pp., bibliog., index
0-295-96466-9 Paper, $14.95

Enlightenment and Exploration in the North Pacific, 1741-1805
Edited by Stephen Haycock, James Barnett, and Caedmon Liburd

“A praiseworthy contribution to our understanding of European explorers’ motives and objectives, that age’s contribution to science and technology, and the results of European-Native contacts.” – Western Historical Quarterly
Pub. with Cook Inlet Historical Society in the Anchorage Museum of History and Art
1997. 240 pp., 24 photos, maps, notes, index
0-295-97583-0 Paper, $22.50

False Witness
Melvin Rader
New Introduction by Leonard Schroeter

“False Witness is the story of a liberal wrongly accused during the McCarthy era, one of hundreds and thousands, but one with more courage and perseverance than others. By patient detective work, the story of which reads like a novel, he completely established the falsity of the charges against him. His book is a disturbing yet also heartening chapter from recent American history.” – Malcolm Cowley
0-295-97702-7 Paper, $12.95

Fire on the Rim
A Firefighter’s Season at the Grand Canyon
Stephen J. Pyne

“Stephen J. Pyne is to fire what Theodore White was to American politics, an insider who can explain how his subject works and affects our lives. . . . This book, full of human detail, brings us to the front lines, and we learn what fires mean to the fire-crew foreman and to the individual firefighter.” – New York Times Book Review
1995 (orig. pub. 1989). 336 pp., maps, glossary
0-295-97483-4 Paper, $14.95

The Eskimos of Bering Strait, 1650-1898
Dorothy Jean Ray
New Introduction by the author

“This fundamental work, admirably conceived and researched, and well written, provides a cultural history of the Bering Strait area of Alaska from the initial white contact about 1650 until the gold rush of 1898 swamped the native population with newcomers. The author bases her work on an exhaustive study of printed sources, clarified by nearly twenty years of ethnographic field work.” – American Historical Review
1991 (orig. pub. 1976). 360 pp., 29 illus., maps, appendix, bibliog., index
0-295-97122-3 Paper, $25.00

Exploring Washington’s Past
A Road Guide to History
Revised Edition
Ruth Kirk and Carmela Alexander

“An all-around triumph: thoughtfully organized, well-written, handsomely illustrated, and usefully indexed.” – Tacoma News Tribune
1995 (orig. pub. 1990). 540 pp., illus., maps, bibliog., index
0-295-97443-5 Paper, $29.95
The Forging of a Black Community
Seattle's Central District
from 1870 through the Civil Rights Era
Quintard Taylor
Foreword by Norm Rice
“Reading Quintard Taylor's study, one is struck by the African-American community’s sustained view that there is something distinguishing about Seattle. Politicians and pundits, as well as ordinary citizens, would do well to read this engrossing history of black Seattle and grasp our city's potential as a model for the nation.” – The Seattle Times
Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography
1994. 376 pp., 32 illus., maps, tables, notes, appendix, bibliography, index
0-295-97345-5
Paper, $18.95

Franz Boas
The Early Years, 1858-1906
Douglas Cole
Foreword by Ira Chaikin and Alex Long
“In writing a fascinating account about a man about whom, surprisingly, little has been written before, Cole gives the reader rare insight into the changing world of twentieth-century anthropology.” – Booklist
1999. 484 pp., 80 illus., notes, bibliography, index
0-295-97903-8
Cloth, $50.00

Great River of the West
Essays on the Columbia River
Edited by William L. Lang and Robert Carriker
In this book, historians and anthropologists consider a range of topics about the Columbia River, from Indian rock art, Chinook Jargon, and ethnobotany to literary and family history, the creation of an engineered river, and the inherent mythic power of place.
Pub. with Center for Columbia River History
1999. 176 pp., 19 illus., maps, notes, index
0-295-97777-9
Paper, $18.95

Haa Aani', Our Land
Tlingit and Haida Land Rights and Use
Walter R. Goldschmidt and Theodore H. Haas
Edited with an Introduction by Thomas F. Thornton
This epoch-making document, based on research conducted in the 1940s, presents the historical evidence for Tlingit and Haida land rights, information later used by the U.S. Court of Claims to recognize Native land claims. This underground classic is published here in book form for the first time.
Pub. with Sealaska Heritage Foundation
1998. 260 pp., 17 illus., 3 maps, appendices, bibliography, index
0-295-97640-3
Paper, $35.00

Franz Boas
The Early Years, 1858-1906
Douglas Cole
Foreword by Ira Chaikin and Alex Long
“In writing a fascinating account about a man about whom, surprisingly, little has been written before, Cole gives the reader rare insight into the changing world of twentieth-century anthropology.” – Booklist
1999. 484 pp., 80 illus., notes, bibliography, index
0-295-97903-8
Cloth, $50.00

Haa Aani’, Our Land
Tlingit and Haida Land Rights and Use
Walter R. Goldschmidt and Theodore H. Haas
Edited with an Introduction by Thomas F. Thornton
This epoch-making document, based on research conducted in the 1940s, presents the historical evidence for Tlingit and Haida land rights, information later used by the U.S. Court of Claims to recognize Native land claims. This underground classic is published here in book form for the first time.
Pub. with Sealaska Heritage Foundation
1998. 260 pp., 17 illus., 3 maps, appendices, bibliography, index
0-295-97640-3
Paper, $35.00

Hard Drive to the Klondike
Promoting Seattle During the Gold Rush
Lisa Mighetto and Marcia Montgomery
In 1896 when gold was discovered on a tributary of the Klondike River, newspapers trumpeted the discovery around the world. Business owners in Seattle and elsewhere recognized gold's discovery as an opportunity to profit from the hordes of wide-eyed miners heading north. This lively volume captures the unique character of Seattle at the turn of the 19th century with engaging prose and an outstanding selection of historical photos, newspaper advertisements and other informational graphics detailing the city's growth as an important trade and business center.
Pub. with Northwest Interpretive Association
2002. 148 pp., 46 photos, 40 illus., 9 charts, 2 maps
0-295-98222-5
Paper, $19.95

Henry M. Jackson
A Life in Politics
Robert G. Kaufman
Henry M. Jackson ranks as one of the great legislators in American history. With a Congressional career spanning the tenure of nine Presidents, Jackson had an enormous impact on the most crucial foreign policy and defense issues of the Cold War era.
Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography
2000. 576 pp., photos, notes, bibliography, index
0-295-97962-3
Cloth, $30.00

Historical Atlas of Canada
Canada's History Illustrated with Original Maps
Derek Hayes
Canada's history comes alive in this innovative new book, which utilizes historical maps to illustrate and illuminate the past. The atlas covers a period of a thousand years and contains essentially all the historically significant maps of the country.
2002. 272 pp.; 420 color maps, 30 illus.
0-295-98277-2
Paper, $60.00

“I Will Fight No More Forever”
Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce War
Merrill D. Beal
“In this superb summation of the ethnohistory of the Nez Perce tribe containing also careful analyses of the military campaigns and political events and a wholly balanced review of facts, opinions, and previous evaluations of the situation and circumstances which have colored the evidence, we have what seems to be the last word.” – Library Journal
1963. 384 pp., illus., maps
0-295-74009-4
Paper, $16.95

I Will Tell of My War Story
A Pictorial History of the Nez Perce War
Scott Thompson
This study of a remarkable series of drawings by an anonymous Indian artist who fought with Chief Joseph in the Nez Perce War of 1877 reproduces portraits of principal participants, battle scenes, and views of Nez Perce camp life. “This small treasure, invaluable for both its ethnographic record and artistic merit, provides a vibrant perspective on one of the most poignant episodes in the history of the American West.” – Virginia Quarterly
A Samuel and Althea Stroum Book
Pub. with Idaho State Historical Society, Boise
2000. 160 pp.; 60 color illus., notes, bibliography
0-295-97943-7
Paper, $26.95
Imprisoned Apart
The World War II Correspondence of an Issei Couple
Louis Fiset
Foreword by Roger Daniels
Scholar Iwao Matsushita was interned as an enemy alien at Fort Missoula in Montana, his wife Hanaye at the Minidoka Relocation Center in southwestern Idaho. Their letters tell a poignant story of ignominy and despair.
Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American Studies 1998. 316 pp., 32 photos, notes, bibliography, index, tables 0-295-97645-4 Paper, $19.95

Island
Poetry and History of Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 1910-40
Him Mark Lai, Genny Lim, and Judy Yung
"To augment the translations of the poems the authors have interviewed older Chinese who once passed through Angel Island and immigration workers as well, and have set their recollections down verbatim as oral history. Together with the interviews, the poems - angry, heroic, wrenchingly forlorn, despairing, provocative, resistant - convey, as no secondhand or thirdhand account could ever do, what it was like to be Chinese and to be on Angel Island." — New York Times 1991 (orig. pub. 1980). 174 pp., poems in Chinese & English, illus., notes, bibliography 0-295-97109-6 Paper, $19.95

Japanese Americans
From Relocation to Redress
Revised Edition
Edited by Roger Daniels, Sandra C. Taylor, and Harry H. L. Kitano
"This is a superb collection of essays on Japanese Americans, focusing on their wartime relocation. About thirty authors offer analyses of that experience. Although brief (most are only a few pages long), they are well written and informative, and add up to as thorough and penetrating a study of the relocation experience as is available anywhere." — Journal of the West 1991. 264 pp., illus., appendix, bibliography, index 0-295-97117-7 Paper, $25.00s

KING
The Bullitts of Seattle and Their Communications Empire
O. Casey Corr
Told by a veteran journalist, KING is the dramatic story of the interplay of the city of Seattle with the influential Bullitt family and their flagship KING-TV station, which made a name for itself with groundbreaking documentaries and editorials against the Vietnam War. "This is impressive, required reading for anyone with a passion for broadcast journalism history." — Booklist 1996. 352 pp., 23 illus., appendixes, notes, index 0-295-97584-9 Paper, $14.95s

Kirtland Cutter
Architect in the Land of Promise
Henry Matthews
Cutter's remarkable career provides a fascinating study of an eclectic form of architecture that was an inevitable response to rich regional and historical influences during a time of transition from frontier settlements to modern city.
A McLellan Book Pub. with Eastern Washington State Historical Society, Spokane 1998. 432 pp., 265 illus., notes, bibliography, index 0-295-97609-8 Cloth, $60.00s

Land in the American West
Private Claims and the Common Good
Edited by William G. Robbins and James C. Foster
The essays in this volume deal with complex, troublesome, and interrelated questions regarding land: Who owns it? Who can use it? What happens when private rights are seen to infringe upon the public good?
2000. 224 pp., maps, notes, index 0-295-98020-6 Paper, $22.50s

Land Use, Environment, and Social Change
The Shaping of Island County, Washington
Richard White
Foreword by William Cronon
"An example of environmental history at its best ... attempts a fresh appraisal of human contact with the environment, with special attention to the apparent motives of each wave of settlement — Indians, farmers, loggers, tourists and sportsmen — and the consequences of that settlement." — Journal of the West 1991 (orig. pub. 1980). 246 pp., photos, maps, appendix, bibliography, index, notes 0-295-97143-6 Paper, $18.95s

Landscape Traveled by Coyote and Crane
The World of the Schitsu’umsh (Coeur d’Alene Indians)
Rodney Frey in collaboration with the Schitsu’umsh
Foreword by Ernie Stensgård
"Frey's multidisciplinary approach uses anthropology, native oral tales, and western history and makes this interpretation of how the landscape has defined, shaped, and perpetuated the Schitsu’umsh people all the more reliable." — Columbia A McLellan Book 2001. 340 pp., 50 illus., map, notes, appendixes, bibliography, index 0-295-98171-7 Cloth, $40.00s 0-295-98162-8 Paper, $22.50

The Last Best Place
A Montana Anthology
Edited by William Kittredge and Annick Smith
"A treasure trove of Western Americana ... General readers will enjoy dipping into this: western buffs will love it." — Publishers Weekly 1988. 1,160 pp., illus. 0-295-96974-1 Paper, $29.95

The Last Wilderness
Murray Morgan
Morgan tells the lively and entertaining story of the Olympic Peninsula, "the first land in the Pacific Northwest to be reported by explorers, the last to be mapped — the last wilderness." "So good a book as this will inevitably bring new visitors. . . . Those who have read this book will have an excellent knowledge of an historical background that is probably as fascinating as that of any other region, West or East." — New York Herald Tribune 1976 (orig. pub. 1955). 290 pp. 0-295-95319-5 Paper, $12.95

Legends of Our Times
Native Cowboy Life
Morgan Baillargeon and Leslie Tepper
This lavishly illustrated book tells the story of some of the first cowboys — the Native peoples of the Plains and Plateau. "A recommended addition for Native American and western collections, covering an almost unknown segment of the West." — Booklist 1998. 265 pp., 160 photos, 80 in color 0-295-97729-9 Paper, $29.95

Long Day’s Journey
The Steamboat and Stagecoach Era in the Northern West
Carlos Arnaldo Schwantes
The colorful saga of miners and settlers struggling to get from here to there in the days before railroads reached the West is recreated in this magnificent book combining historical photographs, advertisements, posters, and contemporary accounts. 1999. 408 pp., 255 illus., 40 in color, notes, bibliography, index 0-295-97691-8 Cloth, $60.00s

Margins and Mainstreams
Asians in American History and Culture
Gary Y. Okihiro
"Presents a convenient summary that deftly synthesizes recent scholarship exploring the intersections of race, ethnicity, gender, class, and culture among Asian Americans in the U.S. This stimulating and sophisticated treatment, written by a mature scholar, is well worth reading." — Choice 1994. 216 pp., notes, bibliography, index 0-295-97339-0 Paper, $13.95s
Memory Eternal
Tlingit Culture and Russian Orthodox Christianity through Two Centuries
Sergei Kan
Combining anthropology and history, anecdote and theory, this book portrays the encounter between the Tlingit Indians and the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska in the late 1700s and analyzes the indigenous Orthodoxy that developed over the next 200 years. 1999. 696 pp., 26 illus., appendix, notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97806-6 Cloth, $60.00s

Messages from Frank's Landing
Salmon, Treaties, and the Indian Way
Charles Wilkinson
"A history not only of a single event but also of the fight for Native American rights in America. The combination of legal analysis and oral history (some fascinating people tell their stories) produces a balanced, thoughtful look at a subject that is as timely and important now as it was 25 years ago." — Booklist
2000. 128 pp., 52 photos, 3 maps
0-295-98011-7 Cloth, $24.95

Mill Town
A Social History of Everett, Washington, from Its Earliest Beginnings on the Shores of Puget Sound to the Tragic and Infamous Event Known as the Everett Massacre
Norman Clark
"The Pacific Northwest's classic confrontation between militants demanding ambiguous change and an establishment intransigently defending the status quo occurred on Sunday, November 5, 1916. To this day no one knows who shot first, nor even how many died, but thanks to Mill Town, we have at last a charting of the forces, economic and personal, that led to the tragedy." — Murray Morgan 1970. 277 pp., illus., map
0-295-95241-5 Paper, $20.00s

Mining Town
The Photographic Record of T. N. Barnard and Nellie Stockbridge from the Cœur d'Alenes
Patricia Hart and Ivar Nelson
"Here is the boisterous life of a mining town as it grew — Wallace never gave much heed to prudes or Prohibition… But here above all is not just the great American romance of life on the frontier, but the record of how quickly these canvas-roofed encampments… were transformed into settled and thriving communities: how a civilization, in short, was built in a generation." — The New Republic 1993 (orig. pub. 1984). 190 pp., 101 photos, map, index
0-295-97254-8 Paper, $25.00

Montana
A History of Two Centuries
Revised Edition
"It is not merely that this book is thorough and comprehensive… it is also that it is felicitously and tightly written. It is no mean accomplishment for historians to cover such material thoroughly and yet inject humor, suspense, and a full measure of that imperdoable quality now called 'humanism.' Malone and Roeder have done it." — Western Historical Quarterly 1991 (orig. pub. 1976). 466 pp., 28 b&w illus., maps, bibliography, index
0-295-97129-0 Paper, $23.95s

New Land, New Lives
Scandinavian Immigrants to the Pacific Northwest
Janet E. Rasmussen
The first book on Scandinavians in North America to be based on oral history and the first to offer a comprehensive consideration of the Scandinavian presence in the Pacific Northwest after 1910. 1993. 334 pp., 41 b&w photos, notes, bibliog.
0-295-97288-2 Cloth, $35.00s
0-295-97711-6 Paper, $12.95s

The Northwest Coast
On Three Years Residence in Washington Territory
James G. Swan
Introduction by Norman H. Clark
"This account by a renegade Bostonian, who lived among the Indians at Willapa Bay, is particularly valuable because it shows us a man who was both a sensitive observer and participant in the white settlers' invasion of the Indians' lands." — Pacific Northwest 1972 (orig. pub. 1857). 460 pp., 28 b&w illus., map, appendix, index
0-295-95190-7 Paper, $14.95

Northwest Lands, Northwest Peoples
Readings in Environmental History
Edited by Dale D. Goble and Paul W. Hirt
This collection of essays addresses questions of how humans have adapted to the northwestern landscape and modified it over time, and how the changing landscape in turn affected human society, economy, laws, and values. 1999. 560 pp., 36 illus., notes, index
0-295-97839-2 Cloth, $60.00s
0-295-97838-4 Paper, $29.95s

Northwest Passage
The Great Columbia River
William Dietrich
"An engaging case study of a whole bundle of environmental and social issues (pollution, hydropower politics, Indian rights, resource economics) that should matter to people all over the country." — New York Times Book Review 1996. 448 pp., 17 illus., 3 maps, bibliog., index
0-295-97546-6 Paper, $18.95

Noticias de Nutka
An Account of Nootka Sound in 1792
Jose Mariano Moziño
Translated and Edited by Iris H. Wilson Engstrand
This volume includes Moziño's catalog of flora and fauna, his dictionary of the Nootka language, and reproductions of the drawings made by the artist who accompanied the expedition. "A book that should be in the library of every American ethnologist and archaeologist." — The Masterkey American Ethnological Society Monographs 50 1991. 200 pp., 25 b&w illus., maps, bibliog., index
0-295-97103-7 Paper, $14.95s

1001 Curious Things
Ye Olde Curiosity Shop and Native American Art
Kate C. Duncan
In addition to its century of existence as a tourist mecca, Seattle's Olde Curiosity Shop has contributed to the formation of Native American collections of many major museums. This study combines an analysis of these artworks with a lively account of the shop as an active player in the history of Seattle, especially in the first half of the 20th century. "An exceptionally appealing volume." — Journal of the West 2000. 248 pp., 125 illus., notes, bibliog., index
0-295-98010-9 Cloth, $40.00s

One Man's Justice
A Life in the Law
Tom Berger
In his legal life spanning more than four decades, Tom Berger became well known for his championing of aboriginal rights as well as a number of other causes. In the twelve major cases featured here, Berger writes passionately of the points of law and causes. In the twelve major cases featured here, Berger writes passionately of the points of law and underlying principles upon which his cases turned. 2002. 304 pp.
0-295-98276-4 Cloth, $30.00s

One Man's Gold Rush
A Klondike Album
Murray Morgan
Photographs by E. A. Hegg
"Better than any other record, reflects the folly and the glory of the stampede to the Klondike." — New York Times Book Review 1967. 224 pp., 164 illus., maps
0-295-95187-7 Paper, $24.95

One Room Out West
The Story of the Jore School and Its Students
Rita Seedorf
Over the three centuries of its existence the rural school provided countless children with the basic intellectual tools with which our society was built. One Room Out West focuses on one schoolhouse, the children, the teachers, and the farm families that formed the community which supported, and was supported by, its ethos and its daily life. Dist. for Eastern Washington University Press 2002. 96 pp.
0-910055-84-X Paper, $16.95
Otter Skins, Boston Ships, and China Goods
The Maritime Fur Trade of the Northwest Coast, 1785-1841
James R. Gibson
“A superb work. For many years it will be the text and reference of choice for students of the fur trade, Russian involvement in Alaska, the maritime development of the Pacific Northwest, and the diplomatic and mercantile evolution of the Industrial Age.” — Journal of the West
1999. 448 pp., 13 illus., maps, notes, bibliog., index
0-295-97900-3 Paper, $24.95

A Penny for the Governor, a Dollar for Uncle Sam
Income Taxation in Washington
Phil Roberts
Washington is one of only seven states without an income tax. In a study that combines political and social history with economic history, Phil Roberts examines why Washington's tax structure evolved as it did, emphasizing the differences between rural and urban constituencies.
2003. 208 pp., notes
0-295-98251-9 Cloth, $35.00s

Power and Place in the North American West
Edited by Richard White and John M. Findlay
These 12 essays tackle the subject of how power is exercised in, over, and by western places over a wide range of times and topics, from 18th-century Spanish New Mexico to 19th-century British Columbia to 20th-century Sun Valley and Los Angeles. They encompass analyses of the concept and rhetoric of race, theoretical speculations on gender and powerlessness, and insights on the causes of current environmental crises.
Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series
1999. 336 pp., charts, maps, notes, index
0-295-97774-4 Cloth, $35.00s
0-295-97773-6 Paper, $19.95s

Oysterville
Roads to Grandpa's Village
Willard E. Espy
The magnificently told tale of four families who settled up and down the East Coast of America three centuries ago and subsequently migrated west, eventually arriving at the tiny settlement of Oysterville on the Pacific coast in the territory of Washington.
1977. 304 pp., illus., appendices, bibliog.
0-295-97225-4 Paper, $19.95

Parallel Destinies
Canadian-American Relations West of the Rockies
Edited by John M. Findlay and Ken S. Coates
These essays view the boundary between Canada and the United States not just as a dividing line but also as a regional backbone, with people on each side having key experiences and attitudes in common. In their eloquence and scope, they illustrate how historical study of Canadian-American relations in the West might be expanded beyond the parameters of the nation-state.
Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography
Pub. with Center for the Study of the Pacific Northwest
2002. 328 pp., 8 maps, index
0-295-98252-7 Cloth, $50.00s
0-295-98253-5 Paper, $22.95s
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Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography
Pub. with Center for the Study of the Pacific Northwest
2002. 328 pp., 8 maps, index
0-295-98252-7 Cloth, $50.00s
0-295-98253-5 Paper, $22.95s

The Park Builders
A History of State Parks in the Pacific Northwest
Thomas R. Cox
Among the greatest attractions of the Pacific Northwest are its state parks, campgrounds, and tree-lined highways. More than a study of state parks, this book is a study of the evolution of recreation, conservation, and government in the 20th century.
1998. 260 pp., illus., maps, notes, bibliography
0-295-96620-3 Paper, $19.95s
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Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography
Pub. with Center for the Study of the Pacific Northwest
2002. 328 pp., 8 maps, index
0-295-98252-7 Cloth, $50.00s
0-295-98253-5 Paper, $22.95s

Picturing the Century
One Hundred Years of Photography from the National Archives
Bruce I. Bustard
“In an exceptional manner, this book concisely captures the history of modern America while simultaneously showcasing the accomplishments of its most eminent 20th-century photographers.”
— Choice
Pub. with National Archives & Records Administration
1999. 144 pp., 151 duotone and 22 color photos, bibliog., index
0-295-97772-8 Paper, $24.95
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0-295-97772-8 Paper, $24.95
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Powerful Images
Portraits of Native America
Sarah E. Boehme et al.
Looks at the ways in which Indians have been portrayed by themselves and others from the early 1800s to the present. Paintings, sculptures, traditional Native arts, photographs and popular culture objects – neon signs, toys, automobiles, cigar boxes – are used to both reveal and challenge popular assumptions about Native North Americans.
Pub. with Museum West
1998. 160 pp., 110 illus., 105 in color, notes, index
0-295-97697-7 Cloth, $50.00s
0-295-97675-6 Paper, $29.95

Quiet Odyssey
A Pioneer Korean Woman in America
Mary Pak Lee
Edited with an Introduction by Sucheng Chan
“Lee’s indomitable spirit pervades this absorbing autobiography spanning much of the 20th century. . . . [Chan’s] notes help make this brief, accessible volume a worthwhile addition to the scholarship on Asian American culture.” — Publishers Weekly
Samuel and Althea Stroum Book
1998. 264 pp., illus., maps, appendices, bibliog., index
0-295-96969-5 Paper, $15.95s
Railroad Signatures across the Pacific Northwest
Carlos A. Schwantes

“[Schwantes] has systematically explored the expansion and contraction of the Northwest's railroad empires, not as tracks and equipment but rather as engines of regional development and social change. . . . The reader is dazzled by maps, railroad posters in full color, spectacular photographs, and a tightly written, well-documented text.” – Pacific Northwest Quarterly 1993. 360 pp., 245 illus., 36 in color, tables, notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97535-0 Paper, $40.00

Reading the Fire
The Traditional Indian Literatures of America Revised and Expanded
Jarold Ramsey

This book engages America's "first literatures," traditional Native American tales and legends, as literary art and part of our collective imaginative heritage. This revised edition of a book first published to critical acclaim in 1983 includes four new essays and eleven that have been expanded and revised. 1999. 352 pp., notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97787-6 Paper, $19.95

The Reverend Mark Matthews
An Activist in the Progressive Era
Dale Soden

The biography of a colorful and controversial Presbyterian minister who played a significant public role in Seattle from 1900 to 1940. 2000. 288 pp., 12 illus., bibliog., notes, index 0-295-98021-4 Cloth, $30.00s

Riders of the West
Portraits from Indian Rodeo
Text by Peter Iverson
Photographs by Linda MacCannell
Foreword by Carolyn O. Buffalo

“Anyone interested in the contemporary culture of American Indians, particularly how families pass on their passion and skills from one generation to the next, will certainly be captivated.” – Booklist 1999. 144 pp., 70 duotone photos, 2 maps, glossary, bibliog., index 0-295-7786-8 Paper, $24.95

Rites of Passage
A Memoir of the Sixties in Seattle
Walt Crowley

“Crowley provides a vivid portrait of one community during the social upheavals of the sixties. It is stimulating, informative, and entertaining. As a community study, [this book] fills an important niche in sixties literature.” – Western Historical Quarterly 1995. 352 pp., 16 pp. illus., bibliog., index 0-295-97492-3 Cloth, $30.00s 0-295-97493-1 Paper, $16.95

Rosellini
Immigrants’ Son and Progressive Governor
Payton Smith

Albert D. Rosellini was governor of the state of Washington from 1957 through 1964. This biography depicts an energetic, pragmatic statesman in a region just moving into political and economic maturity. 1997. 288 pp., illus., notes, index 0-295-97595-4 Cloth, $24.95s

Saving the Reservation
Joe Garry and the Battle to Be Indian
John Fahey

During the 1950s, Congress moved aggressively to end federal supervision and support of Indians by abandoning long-standing treaties. As six-term president of the National Congress of American Indians, Joe Garry was a major power in forestalling wholesale dumping of Indian tribes. He championed a program of holding onto lands, honoring ancient cultures, educating the young, and developing economic independence. 2001. 232 pp., 30 illus., notes, bibliog., index 0-295-98153-9 Cloth, $26.95s

Seattle and King County Timeline
A Chronological Guide to Seattle and King County’s First 150 Years
Walt Crowley and the Staff of HistoryLink

This lively overview of Seattle and King County history traces the region’s development since the arrival of the first white settlers in 1851. Original essays by historian Walt Crowley highlight each decade, complemented by vignettes, biographies, and chronologies based on the extensive files of www.historylink.org. Pub. with HistoryLink 2001. 96 pp., illus. 0-295-98165-2 Paper, $12.95

Seattle, Past to Present
Roger Sale

“This book is an exhilarating critique of Seattle’s birth, growth, sickness, health, promise, and fulfillment. Any serious student of Seattle or of recent urban history will now read Roger Sale, and with good reason.” – Pacific Northwest Quarterly 1976. 294 pp., illus., photos, maps 0-295-95615-1 Paper, $18.95

Seattle’s International District
The Making of a Pan-Asian American Community
Doug Chin
Introduction by Ron Chew

Traces the journey of early Asian immigrants to Seattle, describes their early settlements, and chronicles the evolution of the International District from its early times to the present. Dist. for International Examiner Press 2002. 150 pp., 73 illus., maps, bibliog., index 0-295-98197-0 Paper, $14.95

Seeking El Dorado
African Americans in California
Edited by Lawrence B. de Graaf, Kevin Mulroy, and Quintard Taylor

Beginning in the 18th century, African Americans have migrated to California seeking work, a home, and a life relatively free of discrimination. The essays in this book speak of triumph and hardship, success and disappointment. Pub. with the Autry Museum of Western Heritage 2001. 550 pp., maps, tables, notes, index 0-295-98082-6 Cloth, $45.00s 0-295-98083-4 Paper, $22.95

Shaping Seattle Architecture
A Historical Guide to the Architects
Edited by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner

“Seattle and Pacific Northwest historians interested in the built environment will find this reference work immensely useful. Ochsner and his contributors are to be commended for producing a well-researched, well-written, and beautiful book.” – Pacific Northwest Quarterly 1998 (orig. pub. 1994). 446 pp., 529 illus., appendices, bibliog., index 0-295-97366-8 Paper, $24.95

Shaping Spokane
Jay P. Graves and His Times
John Fahey

“A good account of how one frontier community, Spokane, developed rapidly in the late 19th and early 20th centuries...A significant contribution to the urban and entrepreneurial history of the American West.” – Carlos Schwantes 1994. 168 pp., 39 b&w photos, maps, notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97395-1 Cloth, $25.00

Shirakawa
Stories from a Pacific Northwest Japanese American Community
Stan Flewelling
Preface by Gordon Hirabayashi

Shirakawa details how the first-generation Issei who settled in the White River Valley – a fertile crescent of farmland between Seattle and Tacoma – overcame waves of organized opposition to forge a viable, cohesive community, and the swift demise of that community after Pearl Harbor. Dist. for White River Valley Museum, Auburn, WA 2002. 250 pp., 195 illus. 0-295-98199-7 Paper, $24.95

Skid Road
An Informal Portrait of Seattle
Murray Morgan

This is the story of Seattle during its first hundred years, seen through the lives of the vigorous personalities of its settlers and early citizens. “Mr. Morgan’s book is the sort of corrective history that all communities should welcome.” – New York Herald Tribune 1982. 296 pp., illus. 0-295-95846-4 Paper, $16.95

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-441-4115 www.washington.edu/uwpress
A Stó:lo-Coast Salish Historical Atlas
Edited by Keith Thor Carlson
This ground-breaking historical atlas presents a superbly researched comprehensive overview of the physical and social history of the traditional territory of the Stó:lo Nation of northwest Washington and southwest British Columbia. Pub. with Stó:lo Heritage Trust 2001. 192 pp., 25 illus., 86 color maps 0-295-98044-3 Cloth, $60.00s

Storied Lives
Japanese American Students and World War II
Gary Y. Okihiro
Afterword by Leslie A. Ito
During World War II over 5,500 young Japanese Americans left the concentration camps to which they had been confined with their families in order to attend college. Storied Lives describes—from their own words—how Nisei students found schools outside the West Coast exclusion zone and the efforts of white Americans to help them. Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American Studies 1999. 208 pp., 15 photos, notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97764-7 Cloth, $35.00s 0-295-97796-5 Paper, $17.50s

Sunrise to Paradise
The Story of Mount Rainier National Park
Ruth Kirk
The story of the fifth-largest peak in the U.S. and its century-old stewardship by Mount Rainier National Park is told by an award-winning writer who spent five years living in the park as a ranger’s wife. Tales from climbers, Native people, scientists, tourists, park rangers, and volunteers are complemented with historical and contemporary photographs and paintings. 1999. 152 pp., 280 illus., 200 in color, maps, notes, bibliog., index 0-295-97771-X Paper, $18.95s

Unbroken Spirit
The Wild Horse in the American Landscape
Charles Preston et al.
Explores the history, cultural significance, and ecological implications of wild horses in the western landscape. Dist. for Buffalo Bill Historical Center 1999. 88 pp., 60 color photos 0-931618-62-2 Paper, $18.95s

Under Polaris
An Arctic Quest
Tahoe Talbot Washburn
The story of Washburn’s first years in the Arctic—beginning in 1938— with her scientist husband, traveling by dog team and plane, living in snow houses and skin tents, learning the survival skills of the Inuit women. A McLellan Book 1999. 264 pp., 107 photos, 6 maps, appendices, glossary, bibliog., index 0-295-97761-2 Paper, $30.00s

Utopias on Puget Sound, 1885-1915
Charles Pierce LeWarne
New Preface by the Author
“LeWarne analyzes the fortunes and misfortunes of five communitarian settlements: Puget Sound Co-operative Colony, Equality, Freeland, Burley, and Home—and has made an important contribution to American social history.”—Pacific Historical Review 1995 (orig. pub. 1974). 349 pp., illus., map, bibliog., index 0-295-97444-3 Paper, $18.95s

The War Years
A Chronicle of Washington State in World War II
James R. Warren
Relying on newspaper reports, military records, and other sources, Warren creates a vivid month-by-month diary of a state at war from the shock of Pearl Harbor to the jubilation of V-J Day. Dist. for History Ink 2001. 304 pp., photo, index 0-295-98076-1 Paper, $19.95

Warren G. Magnuson and the Shaping of Twentieth-Century America
Shelby Sates
As a six-term senator, Magnuson authorized the Civil Rights Act, championed consumer protection legislation, pushed for federal aid to education while holding down Pentagon budgets—and was a whiskey-and-poker companion to Presidents Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson. Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series 1997. 392 pp., 53 photos, notes, index 0-295-97828-7 Cloth, $40.00s

Western Amerykanski
Polish Poster Art and the Western
Edited by Kevin Mulroy
“An important contribution to understanding how mythic imagination influences popular culture; in this case, how the American Western was perceived and exploited by Polish artists following WWII.”—Choice Pub. with Autry Museum of Western Heritage, Los Angeles 1999. 240 pp., 167 illus., 159 in color, bibliog., index 0-295-97763-1 Paper, $27.50s

White Grizzly Bear’s Legacy
Learning to Be Indian
Lawney L. Reyes
The son of a Filipino immigrant and a mother who traced her ancestry to the earliest known leaders of the Sin Aikst—now absorbed into the Colville Confederated Tribes of eastern Washington—painted a vivid picture of his early life in the Indian village of Inchelium, later destroyed by the building of the Grand Coulee Dam. 2002. 216 pp., 16 illus. 0-295-98202-0 Cloth, $23.95

Wings of Power
Boeing and the Politics of Growth in the Northwest
T. M. Sell
“Sell’s balanced study provides and explains the historical context of specific issues related to Boeing and to economic and political events around northwestern Washington. His meaningful understanding of the issues and context he gained as a longtime resident are reflected in this volume.”—Choice 2001. 192 pp., notes, bibliog., index 0-295-98049-4 Cloth, $24.95s

Years of Infamy
The Untold Story of America’s Concentration Camps
Michi Nishiura Weglyn
Introduction by James A. Michener
“Certainly the most thoroughly documented account of World War II Japanese American internment….Formidable.”—Kirkus Reviews 1995 (orig. pub. 1995). 352 pp., 16 photos, 2 drawings, map, appendixes, notes, index 0-295-97484-2 Paper, $18.95

Yokohama, California
Toshio Mori
Introduction by William Saroyan
New Introduction by Lawson Fusao Inada
“Mori’s superbly structured short stories are set in West Oakland for the most part, and are tender, evocative episodes of growing up as a Japanese American prior to World War II.”—San Francisco Chronicle 1985 (orig. pub. 1949). 176 pp. 0-295-96167-8 Paper, $16.95s

The Yuquot Whalers’ Shrine
Aldona Jonaitis
Research Contributions by Richard Inglis
Jonaitis investigates and reconstructs the history of the Yuquot whalers’ shrine on the west coast of Vancouver Island. Clues to the shrine’s complex history—traced to the 17th century—and meaning are provided by historical and anthropological writings, photographs, and the artifacts themselves. 1999. 260 pp., 109 illus., notes, appendixes, bibliog., index 0-295-97828-7 Cloth, $40.00s
Beyond the City Limits  
Rural History in British Columbia  
Edited by R.W. Sandwell

These essays present a broad and innovative approach to rural history, exploring topics ranging from Native-white settler relations to prostitution to the triumph of the coddling moth over Okanagan orchardists.

0-7748-0695-8  
Paper, $27.95

Borderlands  
How We Talk about Canada  
W. H. New

In this provocative and well-considered book, W. H. New considers the image of ‘the border’ in Canada – how it affects the way Canadians look at themselves and their society and how, in consequence, it informs the way they conceptualize their culture.

0-7748-0659-1  
Paper, $16.95

British Columbia Place Names  
Third Edition  
G. P. V. and Helen B. Akrigg

Covers 2400 geographical features, cities, towns, and smaller communities in British Columbia. The book abounds with fascinating historical facts, stories, and remarkable characters involved with the names of towns, cities, rivers, lakes, mountains, and islands.

1997. 336 pp., 2 maps  
0-7748-0637-0  
$22.95

The Chinese in Vancouver, 1945-80  
The Pursuit of Identity and Power  
Wing Chung Ng

Ng juxtaposes the cultural positions of different generations of Chinese immigrants and their Canadian-born descendants and considers the ongoing struggle over the definition of being Chinese.

2000. 224 pp., illus., maps, tables  
0-7748-0733-4  
Paper, $25.00

Clearcutting the Pacific Rain Forest  
Production, Science, and Regulation  
Richard A. Rajala

Explores the roots of the deforestation crisis in the Douglas fir regions of Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia between 1880 and 1965.

1999. 312 pp., illus.  
0-7748-0591-9  
Paper, $24.95

Coal Dust in My Blood  
The Autobiography of a Coal Miner  
Bill Johnstone

A moving account of the life of a coal miner who emigrated from England to Alberta to Vancouver Island in 1936, where, after 53 years in the mining industry, he became district supervisor of the Canadian Collieries mines near Cumberland.

0-7726-4689-9  
Paper, $15.95
Gamblers and Dreamers
Women, Men and Community in the Klondike
Charlene Porsild
News of the Klondike gold discoveries in 1896 sent tens of thousands of men and women from around the world to the gold fields of the Yukon. Focusing on the community of Dawson City, this book examines the diverse community built by Native people, miners and other labourers, prostitutes and entertainers, as well as professionals and merchants. 1998. 264 pp., 43 photos, maps, tables
0-7748-0651-6 Paper, $18.95

Gold at Fortymile Creek
Early Days in the Yukon
Michael Gates
This is the story of the search for gold in the Yukon before the great Klondike gold rush in 1896. Gates captures the life and times of the early pioneers, who suffered unimaginable hardships in search of the big strike. 1994. 216 pp., illus.
0-7748-0492-0 Paper, $21.95

Gunboat Frontier
British Maritime Authority and Northwest Coast Indians, 1846-1890
Barry M. Gough
Focusing on the interaction of West Coast Indians with British law and authority, this book chronicles encounters between the Royal Navy and the Northwest Coast Indians over missions, piracies, native slavery, liquor trafficking, and crimes against persons and property, leading to the last cases of “gunboat diplomacy” used against Natives in the late 1880s. 1984. 320 pp., illus.
0-7748-0175-1 Cloth, $39.95

Hobnobbing with a Countess and Other Okanagan Adventures
The Diaries of Alice Barrett Parke, 1891-1900
Edited by Jo Fraser Jones
In 1889, Alice Barrett moved from Ontario to the Okanagan Valley in British Columbia and soon married Harold Parke. Barrett was an astute observer and an exceptional writer, whose diaries provide valuable insights into a period of profound transformation in a region newly opened to white settlement.
The Pioneers of British Columbia 2002. 288 pp., 39 photos, maps
0-7748-0852-7 Cloth, $85.00
0-7748-0853-5 Paper, $24.95

Islands of Truth
The Imperial Fashioning of Vancouver Island
Daniel W. Clayton
Discusses encounters by explorers, traders, and politicians with the territory and Native people of Vancouver Island in the late 18th and early 19th centuries
2000. 256 pp., illus.
0-7748-0742-3 Paper, $24.95

The Klondike Stampede
Tappan Adney
This classic in Yukon gold rush literature was originally published in 1900 and has long been out of print. Tappan Adney, a New York journalist and accomplished photographer, was dispatched to the Yukon in 1897. His excellent descriptions of the people, places, events, and experiences of the Klondike stampede are accompanied here by over 150 photographs and drawings. 1994. 496 pp., illus.
0-7748-0490-4 Paper, $19.95

Letters from Windermere, 1912-1914
Edited by R. Cole Harris and Elizabeth Phillips
The Pioneers of British Columbia 1984. 277 pp., illus.
0-7748-0394-0 Paper, $15.95

The Lifeline of the Oregon Country
The Fraser-Columbia Brigade System, 1811-47
James R. Gibson
In this study of the Fraser-Columbia brigade, James Gibson describes its changing routes, carriers, cargoes, barriers, and the brigaders themselves stretch by stretch from Fort St. James, the depot of New Caledonia on the upper reaches of the Fraser River, to Fort Vancouver, the Columbia Department’s entrepot on the lower Columbia River, and back. 1998. 336 pp.
0-7748-0643-5 Paper, $24.95

Making Vancouver
1863-1913
Robert A. J. McDonald
“An expert analysis of the beginnings of one of the great port cities of the world and one of the more beautiful. The book is economic history in its broadest and best sense, the development of Vancouver’s admixture of class, race, and economic growth . . . [with] excellent maps and an abundance of evocative photographs to match its economics and statistics.” – Choice 1997. 336 pp., 21 photos, maps, tables, notes, bibilography, index
0-7748-0570-6 Paper, $19.95

The Northwest Coast
British Navigation, Trade, and Discoveries to 1812
Barry M. Gough
Gough shows how the relentless activities of British commercial interests, the adroit use of naval power, and the steady resolve of its diplomats secured Britain’s claims to dominion and rights to trade along the Northwest Coast. 1992. 279 pp.
0-7748-0399-1 Cloth, $39.95

Nuu-chah-nulth Voices, History, Objects and Journeys
Edited by Alan L. Hoover
This collection of essays, articles, and interviews about the Nuu-chah-nulth people, who live along the west coast of the Olympic Peninsula and Vancouver Island, offers a wide range of views from inside and outside Nuu-chah-nulth history, culture, and art.
Royal British Columbia Museum 2001. 398 pp., 210 illus., 8 in color, maps, bibliography, index
0-7718-9548-8 Cloth, $30.00

On the Northwest
Commercial Whaling in the Pacific Northwest, 1790-1967
Robert Lloyd Webb
The first complete history of commercial whaling in the Pacific Northwest from its shadowy origins in the late 1700s to its demise in western Canada in 1967. The book is richly illustrated with paintings, prints, and photographs, many never published before. 1988. 452 pp., illus.
0-7748-0292-8 Cloth, $39.95

Once Upon an Oldman
Special Interest Politics and the Oldman River Dam
Jack Glenn
An account of the controversy that surrounded the Alberta government’s construction of a dam on the Oldman River. Glenn discusses water management and irrigation, environmental impacts, and implications for the culture and beliefs of the Peigan Indian Band, including their claim to a share of the river.
2000. 320 pp., 27 photos, 4 maps
0-7748-0713-X Paper, $19.95

Out of the Mist
Treasures of the Nuu-chah-nulth Chiefs
Martha Black
With the help of many Nuu-chah-nulth (Nootka) voices, the author places important works of art in historical and cultural context. 2000. 160 pp., 100 illus., 80 in color
0-7718-9547-X Paper, $40.00

Overland from Canada to British Columbia
By Mr. Thomas McMicking of Queenston, Canada West
Edited by Joanne Leduc
An account of the controversy that surrounded the Alberta government’s construction of a dam on the Oldman River. Glenn discusses water management and irrigation, environmental impacts, and implications for the culture and beliefs of the Peigan Indian Band, including their claim to a share of the river.
2000. 320 pp., 27 photos, 4 maps
0-7748-0713-X Paper, $19.95
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